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I

f you call 911 in an emergency, you want the folks on
the other side to know where you are. It makes helping you a lot easier. That was simple back in the ‘old days’
of landline phones, because each number was assigned to
a specific address. But with cell phones, it’s more complicated; the very point of cell phones is that you can use
them to make calls from anywhere.
Since 1996, the FCC has required wireless carriers to
transmit location data from cell phones to 911 operators,
updating the rules in 2010. But since then, cell phones
have become even more popular, and are increasingly
replacing landline phones altogether. This means that the
percentage of 911 calls coming from a cell phone has
gone up dramatically, and more and more of those calls
are being made from indoors, where it’s much harder to
pinpoint the location of the call (especially in dense urban
areas) and where the FCC had not previously been tracking location performance. Walls interfere with cellular and
GPS signals, making it harder to pin down where the call
is coming from. Indoor calls also come with an additional
hurdle: emergency responders often need to know what
floor a person is on, not just a location, which requires a
vertical location fix, too.
Everyone involved recognizes that this is a serious problem. But exactly what to do about it is less wellestablished. In its original NPRM from last year, the
Commission had specific thoughts on what the response
should be. But in the comments and in industry-produced
proposals which came out around the same time, it ran
into criticism for some of the details of the plan, especially with regard to the timeline for compliance and vertical
location fixing. Ultimately, over some public safety group
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[Editor’s Note: The FCC adopted its highly controversial “net neutrality”
rules on February 26, but the full text of those rules was not released until
immediately before this issue went to press. We would have preferred to
report on the actual rules here, but since we didn’t have them as we prepared
this issue, we here in the FTL bunker present the following preliminary
summary and analysis based on the official public notice issued by the Commission on February 26 (as well as the separate statements of the individual Commissioners). We plan to provide a detailed look at the rules and the
accompanying Report and Order – which weighs in at a hefty 282 pages,
not including appendices and separate Commissioner statements – as soon
as possible.]
First things first. The new rules did not spring out of thin air.
They merely constitute the latest episode in a years-long, intensely scrutinized, highly charged process. That process has
already involved two FCC attempts to craft “Open Internet”
rules or policies, both of which were largely gutted by the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. (For a refresher course
on the last decade or so of net neutrality back-and-forth, check
out my post from last year.) The new rules are presumably designed to achieve the goals of the earlier, failed, efforts to promote net neutrality while avoiding the flaws perceived by the
court.
The FCC has reclassified broadband Internet access as a
Title II “telecommunications service” while also relying on
other statutory provisions to bolster Internet regulation.
After the enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 1996,
the FCC recognized two separate regulatory classifications:
“telecommunications services” and “information services”.
Think of it as the distinction between the transmission of content
(i.e., “telecommunications service”) and the processing or provi(Continued on page 14)
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Feds v. States v. Municipalities

Municipalities Unshackled to Offer
Their Own Broadband Services
By Donald Evans
evans@fhhlaw.com
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L

ost somewhat in the shadow of the much anticipated action on net neutrality was the other item adopted the same
day: whether to preempt state restrictions on the authority of municipalities to offer their own broadband services.
Restrictions on municipalities and other state-created jurisdictions to offer broadband has long been a source of contention between those who defer to the plenary authority of states to regulate commercial activity within their own borders,
and those who look to the federal government (or, here, its regulatory instrumentality) to permit activity deemed permissible and even desirable in many, usually more liberal, states. This tension between state and federal authority has
wrenched the American political psyche from the days of the Founding Fathers to the civil war to the New Deal, voting
rights and health care. The battle for “civil rights” vs. “states’ rights” is just the latest eruption of this age-old sore.
Here the city of Wilson, NC and a community electricity provider in Chattanooga, TN offer, with full authority from
their respective states, very high speed broadband networks within their borders. However, in each case, state law forbids them from expanding their much-desired services to residents and businesses in surrounding counties. Both entities
petitioned the FCC to preempt the state laws that restrict their operations. As is so often the case, the opposition to the
broadband expansion came from competing service providers in the expansion areas who would suddenly have to deal
with a superior service provider. But of course the opponents did not urge that the states should be allowed to protect
favored businesses from competition to the detriment of consumers. Rather, in time-honored fashion, they dressed their
campaigns up in a states’ rights flag and sang their state anthems until they were
hoarse.

FLETCHER, HEALD & HILDRETH

Federal preemption must meet several rigorous standards to pass judicial muster,
but the FCC appears to have leapt nimbly through those preemption hoops. Any
preemption action must be based on a clear preemption mandate from Congress.
The FCC found its mandate in Section 706 of the Communications Act, which
directs the FCC to remove barriers to broadband investment and competition.
Because the state statutes did exactly that, the FCC – or at least the three Democratic Commissioners – were easily able to find the necessary Congressional directive and order the preemption. There was one snag, however, which the Republican Commissioners were quick to clutch at.
A Supreme Court decision cited by Commissioner Pai upholds the absolute discretion of states to confer powers on their municipal and other creations. The rule
appears to be that if a state bans municipal entities from providing broadband altogether, that is within its sole discretion. But if a state only restricts the extent to
which a municipal entity may do something, the federal government has broad
power to preempt. The FCC placed the state regulations here squarely in that latter
category and moved ahead. Commissioner Pai eloquently argued that this distinction was elusive and perhaps even meaningless, but those in the minority only have
the power to dissent if they cannot persuade.
But that distinction does have important significance here. The FCC’s rulings were
necessarily limited to the two situations presented to it with their particular state
statutes and circumstances. The FCC did not by any means preempt all state authority to regulate broadband activity. So while the civil rights faction may have
won an opening skirmish, there are likely (if not certainly) to be many more skirmishes in the future as other cities, counties and organizations struggle to free
themselves from heavy-handed state regulation. We may know more about the
FCC’s reasoning when the text of the Order appears, but all we know now is that,
for the time being, the federal power reigns supreme.
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No neutrality about net neutrality

Bipartisan Rancor
Rears its Ugly Head
By Paul Feldman
feldman@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0430

O

ne thing that was particularly notable and sad about
the current Open Internet/Net Neutrality proceeding is the level of bitter partisanship. The FCC is not an
island, and there have always been differences between
Democrats and Republicans. It’s never been easy to be an
FCC commissioner in the minority party. But until recent
years, there has generally been a greater level of bipartisanship at the FCC than in most other elements of the government. Alas, no more; and the bitterness of the current
partisan struggle has been most directly expressed in this
proceeding. This is particularly ironic, as Commissioners
from both parties have over the years often noted the long
-standing bipartisan approach to “light-touch” regulation
of the Internet, and the success of that approach.
Democrats and Republican Commissioners have seen
things differently on net neutrality from the beginning, but
there was at least an appearance of civil dialogue. When
the Chairman’s proposal came out in May, 2014, it appeared to be an attempt at compromise, providing for new
net neutrality rules, but not reclassifying Broadband Internet Access Service as a Title II service, with the potential
for a much larger regulatory burden that would come with
such a reclassification. Trouble arose when advocates
raised the stakes by declaiming that “the future of the Internet” was at stake. Nevertheless, civility prevailed until
November, when President Obama released a YouTube
video publically calling on the FCC to reclassify BIAS as a
Title II service. This was an unusual, if not unprecedented,
action for a President to take vis-à-vis an independent agency, and its inflammatory effect was predictable. Republicans and opponents of net neutrality regulation became
outraged when, shortly thereafter, word leaked out that the
FCC was suddenly changing its approach and moving towards reclassification. Stories began to circulate that Administration officials were meeting with edge providers
and net neutrality advocates at the White House, drafting
the core of the new Order. Republican Commissioners
bitterly complained of being totally shut out of the process
at the FCC, while Republican Congressmen called the plan
“Obamacare for the Internet”, drafted alternative legislation, and called for an oversight proceeding the day before
the FCC’s open meeting. Republicans called for the Chairman to release the Order in advance of the meeting (which
(Continued on page 17)

OTT and facilities-based VoIP BOTH benefit

New Light Shed
on VoIP Symmetry Rule
By Tony Lee
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I

t is a general rule that laws and regulations lag several years behind the technology that they are intended to regulate. Regulations concerning voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) services are no exception, particularly when it comes to intercarrier compensation issues
for VoIP calls that are also carried over a portion of the
public switched telephone network (PSTN). For many
years, the FCC stayed mum on how carriers should pay
each other for the exchange of VoIP-PSTN traffic as
the regulatory treatment of VoIP traffic necessarily involves a Pandora’s box of other ancillary issues concerning the regulation of the Internet in general.
Nonetheless, as a result of the patchwork of disparate,
inconsistent decisions in various states concerning the
obligations of carriers to pay for VoIP-PSTN traffic,
the FCC weighed in on this issue in 2011 in its USF/
ICC Transformation Order. In that decision, the FCC
adopted the so-called “VoIP symmetry” rule, which the
Commission thought was a clear and simple rule for
how carriers should be compensated for VoIP-PSTN
traffic. In a nutshell, the VoIP symmetry rule stated
that local exchange carriers (LECs) could bill “access
charges” to long distance carriers for VoIP traffic, regardless of whether (a) the LEC transmitted the call to
the called party directly or (b) the call was transmitted
through any VoIP service, so long as the VoIP provider
did not also try to collect access charges for that traffic.
The rule thus treats to VoIP-PSTN and traditional
PSTN-PSTN long distance traffic “symmetrically”.
Seizing on the FCC’s qualifying language in the USF/
ICC Transformation Order that only LECs that provided
end office switching or its “functional equivalent”
could assess access charges on VoIP-PSTN calls, two
of the largest long distance carriers – AT&T and Verizon – refused to pay certain access charges to competitive LECs (CLECs) that partnered with “over-the-top”
VoIP providers, rather than with VoIP providers that
had their own facilities. AT&T and Verizon claimed
that end office switching requires the “physical” work
of connecting trunks with a facilities-based VoIP provider. AT&T and Verizon argued that because there
were no physical facilities that were interconnected
when an over-the-top VoIP provider was involved, no
access charges were owed for those types of calls. In(Continued on page 13)
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FCC seeks comment on a host of auction particulars

The Great Incentive Auction Begins to Crystallize
By Davina Sashkin
sashkin@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0458

W

hile the Great Incentive Auction of 2016 is still
seeks input on what threshold of interference (10-20% of
about a year away, the FCC is moving forward to
the downlink) should be used in considering a county
get as many of the elements of the auction nailed down as
“impaired”. Commenters also might consider in addition
possible. Bidders planning to buy, or broadcast stations
why the proposed methodology for determining impairplanning to sell, large swaths of spectrum, must begin
ment is based on county-level data rather than the partial
planning in earnest this spring to be ready for the auction.
economic areas (PEAs) that will be used to apportion
And for its part, the FCC, having propounded perhaps
wireless licenses for auction. Finally, comments are
the most complicated auction process in recorded human
sought as to whether uplink impairment of as much as
history, must be sure that all of the elements will come
50% is acceptable, as compared with the much lower protogether to yield a successful auction – i.e., one that clears
posed downlink threshold.
sufficient broadcast spectrum to be usable by wireless
communications carriers and generates enough money to
With that in mind, the Commission proposes that the
satisfy the needs of vacating broadcasters, relocating
initial clearing target will be determined as one in which
broadcasters, and other claimants of the auction proimpairments, on an aggregate nationwide basis, affect less
ceeds. A Public Notice issued in December, 2014 offers
than 20% of the total U.S. population, weighted to reflect
the affected industries plenty to chew on in
geographic variation in license prices
terms of how the reverse auction (the one to
The success of the Incentive as determined in prior auctions.
clear broadcasters off the band) and the forAuction hinges entirely on The impairments are important for
ward auction (assigning the cleared specthe participation of
trum to new owners) will work. Dubbed
establishing the clearing target, but
“the Comment PN” by the Incentive Aucalso in setting prices in the forward
broadcasters in
tion Task Force, the notice ostensibly seeks
auction. The Commission proposes to
the reverse auction.
comment on a wide range of procedural
place in the forward auction two catequestions.
gories of generic license blocks:
Clearing Targets and Impairment,
Categories of Licenses
The Incentive Auction rules and procedures hinge on the
amount of spectrum expected to be “cleared” from
broadcast use so it can then be auctioned for use by wireless companies. It is becoming increasingly apparent that
because of various constraints, including border interference, the fabled nationwide “clean swath” of spectrum is
just that – a fable. The FCC accordingly now contemplates a “near nationwide” clearing target that allows for
some market variation in the amount of spectrum cleared.
It seems to have given up on the notion that as much as
108 MHz (never mind 126 MHz) could be cleared – but
wants your input if you think otherwise.
In some markets, certain TV stations will need to be located within the reallocated 600 MHz band, placing a TV
station in among wireless providers. Given the interference presented (as determined by the inter-service interference, or ISIX, methodology already out for comment),
wireless licenses in that market hindered by the TV station would be considered “impaired”. The Commission

Category 1 blocks with zero to 15% impaired population; and
Category 2 blocks with more than 15 but not more
than 50% impairments.
Prices for both categories of blocks will receive a 1% discount for each percentage of impaired pops. Blocks with
more than 50% impaired pops would not be offered.
Reverse auction bids methodology
Given that the AWS-3 auction has demonstrated demand
for wireless spectrum, the success of the Incentive Auction hinges entirely on the participation of broadcasters in
the reverse auction. Obviously there can be no forward
auction without the reverse auction making that spectrum
available for sale. The FCC acknowledges that the opening prices offered to broadcasters in the reverse auction
must be high enough to incentivize robust participation
by broadcasters, but not so high that it will engender infinite bid rounds or depress the resulting proceeds neces(Continued on page 5)
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sary to satisfy the final stage rule (in other words,
the prices can’t be so high that the broadcasters
end up being paid so much to clear the spectrum
that the forward auction will be unable to raise the proceeds necessary to meet the final stage rule’s second
component).

way the station can be assigned a new channel in its preauction band – in other words, the bid is accepted at the
point where the station must go off the air. Keep in mind
that one station’s bids might be “frozen” while the bids
continue for other stations. It is also possible that a station might become “un-frozen” if the landscape changes
due to stations nearby dropping out of the auction.

So, how can this delicate line be walked? The CommisCommenters should question whether these formulae are
sion proposes that a station’s opening price will be
appropriate and whether the opening bids are likely to
weighted on the station’s impact on the repacking proresult in broad participation and, ultimately, lead to a
cess due to the interference it produces and the amount
successful auction. Commenters are specifically asked for
of population it serves – this would be called the station’s
input on the proper discounting of UHF-to-VHF moves.
“Volume” (this analysis has also been referred to colloIn addition, the Commission asks whether intra-round
quially in the broadcast community as “scoring”). The
bidding should be permitted – i.e., should a broadcaster
other factor in calculating the opening (and descending
be able to indicate within a round the price at which he
clock) bids is the “base clock price”. The prowould relinquish his spectrum rather than
posed opening base clock price is 900, based on
accepting the offered lower price in the
a calculation that the opening price for the most- One station’s bids round? Finally, broadcasters should conneeded station in the United States will need an
might be “frozen” sider the ramifications of possibly being
opening bid of $900M to encourage participafrozen and unfrozen, then frozen again, in
while
bids
tion. Thus, Volume * Base Clock Price = Stathe course of the auction.
continue for
tion Clearing Bid. The base clock price will
decrease in each subsequent round; the Volume
If this is not complicated enough, there is
other stations.
will stay constant.
another wrinkle: dynamic reserve pricing
(DRP). The Commission proposes that it
The Commission further proposes that opening bids for
be permitted to use DRP to goose the system so that, in
stations electing to move down to the VHF band will be
the early rounds at least, the bids stay high and broaddiscounted as follows: a UHF station’s opening price for
casters keep playing, even though in reality the stations
moving to a low VHF station should be 67%–80% of the
might not have alternate channel reassignments available
opening price for fully relinquishing its license, and the
at that point in time. In other words, since the whole idea
opening price for moving to a high VHF station should
is to clear a swath of the congested UHF band, the FCC
be 33%–50% of the full relinquishment amount. Note
believes the auction might fail in Round 1 if opening bids
that these discounts are for opening bid-setting only; the
for all stations were predicated on there actually being
PN suggests that there could be further discounting of
alternate UHF stations available for relocation. To put
VHF options based on the supply of and demand for
this in context, obviously in a congested market like LA,
VHF channels as the auction progresses.
there are few, if any, open UHF channels, and certainly
there would not be if the band is shrunk down by a miniStations will be required at the outset to identify all the
mum of 13 channels. Thus, the DRP mechanism would
options they might accept: full relinquishment or a UHFhave broadcasters accept artificially lowered bids or risk
to-VHF move. At each auction round, broadcasters will
being reallocated to the 600 MHz band. DRP, in theory,
be shown bid prices for the various options available to
will promote enough spectrum to be relinquished so that
them at that point – i.e., the price offered for full relinrepacking does become feasible at a later stage, but it is
quishment; the price for a move to high VHF (if availaunclear if stations which drop out during DRP are then
ble in a proposed reallocation analysis); and the price for
“frozen” into the 600 MHz reallocation. The FCC asserts
a move to low-VHF, if available. Broadcasters will also
that this DRP procedure will be discontinued once the
get to see at each stage whether repacking is feasible and
remaining UHF stations could be repacked into the postwhat that will entail. So long as there are competing staauction UHF band without unduly impairing the spections still accepting the descending bids AND the cleartrum to be offered in the forward auction.
ing target has not been met, the bids will descend. The
bids for a specific station will stop descending and a proCommenters are asked to weigh on whether the DRP
visional bid will be accepted (thus the station will be
plan is reasonable, and if so, at what point should the use
“frozen” in terms of further auction activity), when the
of DRP cease. The FCC also asks whether the auction
(Continued on page 6)
repacking feasibility analysis determines that there is no
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process should include a full channel reassignment optimization analysis, if it is appropriate
during the use of DRP, or whether a limited version of the analysis would be acceptable to minimize delay. Commenters should also question whether DRP
could artificially lower auction bids, thus causing diminished participation and/or the reallocation of too many
stations back into the 600MHz band so as to make the
forward auction unworkable in many places.
Reverse Auction Channel Reassignments
The reverse auction design incorporates a channel reassignment mechanism to assist broadcasters in deciding
whether to accept a bid. However, because the information may be incomplete in the reverse auction stage,
all channel assignments will be provisional. The Comment PN proposes to determine the final channel assignment based on the following factors:
Maximizing the number of stations assigned to their
pre-auction channel;
Minimizing the number of stations predicted to receive aggregate new interference above one percent –
even if the reassignment is forced into the new wireless band; and
Avoiding reassignments of stations with high anticipated relocation costs in order to minimize total relocation costs (for example, the analysis will prefer the
reassignment of a station on its existing channel rather than require relocation).
The FCC seeks input on whether reassignments into the
new wireless 600 MHz band should be targeted to the
downlink channels to ensure continuity of TV spectrum,
even if it negatively impacts the overall amount of available wireless spectrum.
Forward auction bids methodology
and upfront payments

Given that the FCC has plenty of experience with ordinary wireless spectrum auctions, its proposed forward
auction procedures are more straightforward than the
reverse auction. Minimum opening bids will be established according to “bidding units” assigned to each license. Just as the FCC did in the AWS-3 auction, the
FCC will assign bidding units based on population
weighted according to an index of prior auction results
(and in fact, the FCC proposes that the results of the
AWS-3 auction be used in the index calculation here).
The proposed formula for bidding units per license is:
(pops * index)/1000, rounded, except for licenses in
Puerto Rico and other island territories, which will be

calculated as (pops * index)/2000 to reflect assumed
lower demand. The estimated bidding units per PEA is
found in Appendix F of the Comment PN.
The upfront payments per bidding unit are proposed at
$2,500. Thus, for example, the upfront payment due for
Fairbanks, AL, is $108,000 – because the proposed number of bidding units needed for PEA #298 is 43 (43 *
$2,500 = $107,500, which is then rounded up). But, because the upfront payments are generic (i.e., not tied to
any specific license), bidders will have to put up $2,500
for as many bidding units as necessary to bid on every
license they theoretically want. In order to determine the
number of licenses, and therefore the number of maximum bidding credits a bidder might need to submit an
upfront payment for, the expected license landscape will
need to be settled. Therefore, the FCC proposes that the
upfront payments will be due only after the reverse auction participation pre-auction elections are made, allowing the calculation of feasible initial clearing targets.
The Commission recommends that opening bids be set
at $5,000 per bidding unit. To use our Fairbanks example
again, the opening bid for a license in this PEA would be
43 * $5,000 = $215,000. Bids in the ascending clock
rounds thereafter would increase by a fixed percentage,
somewhere between 5% and 15%. While the FCC proposes that this incremental increase be held the same
across all categories in all PEAs, there is a suggestion that
there could be a need for PEA-based or category-based
deviation based on actual bidding activity. The Comment
PN seeks input on the percentage each round should
increase, and on all of the bidding proposals set forth.
At each clock phase, the FCC proposes that a bidder
must indicate the quantity of blocks in each category in
each PEA it wants at a given price. To ensure that bidders are offered options for partial participation rather
than be forced to pay for spectrum they can’t afford or
drop out entirely, the Commission proposes three types
of bids:
A “simple” bid indicates a desired quantity of licenses in
a category at a price (either the clock price or an intraround price). A simple bid may be implemented partially
if it involves a reduction from the bidder’s previous demands, and aggregate excess demand is insufficient to
support the entire reduction;
An “all-or-nothing” bid also indicates a desired quantity
of licenses in a category, but allows the bidder to indicate
that it wants the bid to be implemented fully or not at all;
(Continued on page 7)
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A “switch” bid allows the bidder to request to
move its demand for a quantity of licenses from one
category of generic licenses to another category within
the same PEA. A switch bid may be applied partially, but
the increase in demand in the “to” category will always
match in quantity the reduction in the “from” category.

$1.25 for Category 1 licenses in the 40 largest license
areas by population (the “high-demand PEAs”), and an
overall spectrum benchmark of 70 MHz, which corresponds to an ultimate clearing target of 84 MHz of spectrum. In other words, the first component of the final
stage rule will be met if at least 84 MHz is cleared in the
reverse auction and, for high-demand PEAs, the average
per-pop price bid for the resulting 70 MHz sold in the
forward auction is $1.25.

The FCC proposes that there be no package bidding,
because it fears major market aggregation would discourage, if not prohibit, small local entrants. However, the
Commission encourages commenters supporting major
market aggregation to state their case and demonstrate
why it would serve the goals of competition.

The FCC proposes that satisfaction of the above is not
enough to determine the end of the auctions. Rather, the
proceeds (after accounting for bidding credits and license impairment discounts) must also pay the costs of
the auction, including: payments to broadcasters who
relinquished spectrum; the relocation costs of broadcasters being repacked; administrative costs; and the comApplication of the Mobile Spectrum
plete funding of FirstNet. The FCC notes
Holdings R&O and implementation of the
that it will set the funding of the BroadIs a base clearing caster Relocation Fund at the maximum
spectrum reserve
target of 84 MHz amount specified under the Spectrum Act:
The Commission seeks comment on determin$1.75 billion. As for FirstNet, the Public
enough ?
ing the amount and type of spectrum that will
Safety Trust Fund is more than flush after
be available to reserve-eligible bidders in the
the conclusion of the AWS-3 auction, so
forward auction. The “reserve” spectrum is the
no Incentive Auction proceeds will be
portion of the spectrum in each market (a maximum of
needed.
30 MHz) reserved for non-nationwide bidders who hold
less than 45 MHz on a population-weighted basis, of 1
The formula, therefore, for reaching the conclusion of
GHz spectrum in that PEA. (This approach was the subthe auction is:
ject of the Mobile Spectrum Holdings Report and Order
adopted last June.) Specifically, the FCC proposes that
Auction ends = broadcaster payoff (~$30B+) +
the maximum number of reserved blocks be based on
relocation fund ($1.75B) + Admin ($250M).
the total number of Category 1 and 2 blocks offered in
(Note that the figures used in this summary for the payeach PEA. It further suggests that only Category 1
ments to broadcasters and the administrative costs are
blocks be designated for bidding by reserve-eligible entibased on various press reports of FCC estimates, and are
ties. Finally, the Comment PN proposes that, although
not actually specified in the Comment PN.)
entities will have to elect in advance their reserveeligibility, each such entity may at any time in the auction
Among the questions commenters should address reforego that status, either on a general basis or a PEA-bygarding the proposals for satisfaction of the first compoPEA basis.
nent are: Is the $1.25 average for 70 MHz a reasonable
threshold, especially in light of the AWS-3 auction prices
Final Stage Rule
having breached $2.00 per pop? Would a threshold figThe final stage rule, or the criteria for ending the aucure at a higher per-pop average incentivize more broadtions, demands satisfaction of two components in the
caster participation, or would it discourage wireless bidforward auction:
ders? Is a base clearing target of 84 MHz enough or
should it be higher? In determining the effect of bidding
that taxpayers (a/k/a the federal government) recredits and discounts in real time, is it the right approach
ceive “fair market value” for spectrum being offered
to presume that the bidders with the largest bidding
in the forward auction; and
credits will win the least impaired blocks? Or should the
that the proceeds of the forward auction satisfy cerapproach be to discount all bids overall according to the
tain mandatory expenses set forth in the Spectrum
largest bidding credit in effect?
Act, such as funding for FirstNet.
The FCC proposes to meet the first criterion by establishing an average price per MHz-pop benchmark of

As for the second component, since it is unlikely that
(Continued on page 8)
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Prudent network management or WiFi jamming?

“Hospitality Industry” Gets More Hospitable
By Harry Cole
cole@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0483

L

ast year we reported on a couple of interactions between the FCC and the well-known hotelier, the
Marriott Corporation. The news started inauspiciously for
Marriott when the Commission wrapped up an investigation (started in 2013) by spanking Marriott with a
$600,000 civil penalty. The FCC determined that Marriott
had used “containment capability” to prevent guests at
the Gaylord Opryland (run by Marriott) from by-passing
the hotel’s Wi-Fi system in favor of the guests’ own DIY
hotspots.
Presumably prodded by that investigation, Marriott
(joined by some hotel friends) filed a request for declaratory ruling (or, in the alternative, for rulemaking), essentially asking for a determination that what Marriott had
done really was OK. (Specifically, Marriott was asking the
Commission to hold that a network operator may
“mitigate” threats to the operator’s network, even when
doing so results in interference to guests’ WiFi hotspots.)
The FCC dutifully announced the filing of the request for
declaratory ruling and invited comments about it. But a
month later, it also issued an “Enforcement Advisory”
alerting one and all to the fact that preventing one’s Wi-Fi
enabled devices from connecting to the Internet constitutes prohibited “jamming”. And a month later, out came
another “Enforcement Advisory”. This one was even
more pointed. Referring to “a disturbing trend in which
hotels and other commercial establishments block wireless consumers from using their own personal Wi-Fi
hotspots on the commercial establishment’s premises”,
the advisory declared flatly that “Wi-Fi blocking violates
Section 333 of the Communications Act, as amended”.

Not surprisingly, Marriott (and the other requesters) have
now withdrawn their request for declaratory ruling (and
(Incentive Auctions - Continued from page 7)

money will be needed for FirstNet, should this be
a criterion for the final stage at all? Can the $7B
no longer required by FirstNet be used for another purpose (such as additional broadcaster relocation costs, like
LPTV displacements) or must it go to the Treasury? As
for “administrative costs”, the FCC indicates it has no
idea how much this is running them, and they will have to
put an estimate out later (the proposal indicates that what-

the FCC has lost no time in officially bidding it adieu).
In their withdrawal letter, Marriott et al. strongly deny the
Commission’s claim that hotels intentionally messed with
private Wi-Fi hotspots in order to force consumers to use
the hotels’ pricier Wi-Fi network. And they also note that
no less an authority than the Department of Homeland
Security, in conjunction with other federal agencies, had
issued a technical reference in which it (a) “require[d] that
internal WLANs operated by federal agencies use wireless
intrusion detection and prevention systems” and (b) recommended the use of such systems by authorized visitor
WLANs.” In other words, in Marriott’s view it was merely
implementing cautious guidance from DHS, not illegally
jamming anything.
Still, the handwriting on the Portals walls was pretty darn
clear, particularly in the most recent “Enforcement Advisory”. So rather than expect that the FCC might be persuaded otherwise, it makes sense that Marriott would look
for other ways to make its case. Officially, Marriott pulled
the plug “in order to more quickly and comprehensively
address some of the pressing security questions raised by
Petitioners and to focus efforts on establishing the American Hotel & Lodging Association Cybersecurity Task
Force”. Marriott describes the Task Force as “an industry
task force that will partner with experts and leaders in the
technology sector to find and implement the most effective market-based solutions available to tackle growing
cyber threats.”
While the withdrawal of the Marriott request defers resolution of the issues raised in that request, our hunch is
that those issues haven’t gone away by any means. The
withdrawal of the request may just be a tactical retreat; it’s
probably not the end of the war.
ever this estimate, it will be capped by a contingency percentage). Query whether the final stage rule should be
dependent on the FCC getting its money back, with no
understanding of whether the FCC has spent its money
wisely.
The road ahead
While the FCC has made much progress, it has miles to
go before it sleeps. Fortunately, it still has a year to figure
it all out. And if it doesn’t, there’s always 2017.
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More tales of the TCPA

$342K Fine for Robocall Violations
By Paul Feldman
feldman@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0403

A

s a public service, we offer a couple of helpful
FHH Telecom Law tips to folks who feel like violating the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA)
by making unsolicited prerecorded advertising calls:
First and foremost, DON’T violate the TCPA;

If you insist on ignoring Tip No. 1, at least:

warning it that, if further violations were to occur, it
would be looking at a hefty fine.
Security First didn’t respond to the citation, but it apparently did keep violating the telemarketing rules: another 33 complaints rolled in alleging a total of 43 new
violations.

Fast forward to April, 2011. The FCC issues a Notice of
Apparent Liability to Security First. Proposed penalty:
Registry;
$342,000. Again, Security First is given an opportunity
 Don’t provide an “opt-out” number that doesn’t
to respond and defend itself. This time it does respond,
work;
but late, and only with a cursory denial which the FCC
does not find credible. (The FCC’s reaction to Security
 Don’t “spoof” somebody else’s number so that
First’s denial may have been influenced by the fact that,
their number, not yours, shows up in the caller ID
while the denial was dated before Security First’s redisplay of the folks you’re illegally calling;
sponse was due, the envelope in which it was mailed
 And, ABOVE ALL, don’t tick off conshowed a postmark almost a month later …
stituents of Senator John McCain.
and an attachment included with the re“Spoofing”
may
sponse was also dated later than the reSecurity First of Alabama (Security First)
have been Security sponse itself.)
made all these mistakes, and it’s now got
$342,000 worth of reasons to regret having
First’s biggest
The FCC may not have been impressed by
done so.
tactical mistake.
Security First’s response, but it was impressed – although not favorably – by a few
As our readers know, the TCPA requires
factors which caught our eye as well. While
(among other things) that telemarketers obsome
of
the
offending calls appeared to have been just
tain a consumer’s prior express consent before making
plain
old
garden
variety unconsented robocalls, most of
robocalls (i.e., calls using prerecorded voice messages) to
the
complaints
indicated
that Security First’s abuses didthe consumer’s residential phone. (There are some very
n’t stop there. It had apparently: called phone numbers
limited exemptions to that prohibition, but they don’t
registered on the National Do Not Call Registry; procome into play here. Also, there are additional requirevided an opt-out telephone number in the recorded
ments – like getting the consent in writing – when romessage that was always busy or disconnected; failed to
bocalls to mobile phones are involved, but those also
honor do-not-call requests that were made; and deliberdidn’t come into play here.) We have previously reportately caused inaccurate telephone numbers to appear on
ed big fines imposed by the FCC for violating that prior
consumer caller ID displays.
consent requirement. Security First’s fine may be some-

 Don’t call numbers on the National Do Not Call

what smaller than those, but it does highlight a couple
of points of interest.

Security First’s story began in November, 2008, when
the Commission received a consumer complaint alleging
that Security First had delivered unsolicited, prerecorded advertising messages. The FCC’s Enforcement Bureau issued a citation to Security First, advising it of the
apparent violation, offering it the opportunity to respond to the allegation (in writing or in person), and

That last practice – commonly referred to as “spoofing”
– may have been Security First’s biggest tactical mistake.
By showing somebody else’s phone number on consumer caller ID displays, Security First led consumers to
direct their opt-out requests and complaints to some
other, innocent, company. Wouldn’t you know it, the
innocent company whose number got spoofed happened to be a constituent of Senator McCain. And sure
enough, the FCC received a letter from McCain on be(Continued on page 17)
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Congress enters the Wi-Fi spectrum fray

Wi-Fi, Other Unlicensed Use
on Tap for 5.9 GHz band?
By Laura Stefani
stefani@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0450

A

s a general rule, the FCC is in the driver’s seat
and Information Administration (NTIA) and the
when it comes to spectrum management in the
Department of Transportation (DOT). The bills
U.S. But that doesn’t mean that Congress can’t, and
helpfully provide a list of eight specific considerawon’t, occasionally engage in some aggressive
tions that the FCC would have to address in this
backseat driving. And so it is that several members of
test process; and
Congress have reintroduced legislation – S.424 in the
based on the test results, adopt rules “suitable for
Senate, H.R.821 in the House – strongly suggesting
the widespread commercial deployment” of Withe direction the FCC should take with respect to the
Fi in the 5.9 GHz band (if the tests establish that
5.9 GHz band (i.e., 5860-5925 MHz). The bills would
such rules could be crafted so as not to cause
require the FCC to “provide additional unlicensed
interference to existing licensees in the band).
spectrum in the [5.9 GHz band] under technical rules
The bills lay out specific – and short – time frames
suitable for the widespread commercial development
for each of these steps. The Commission would have
of unlicensed operations in the band”, provided that
to: invite preliminary comments within
the Commission first determines that
three months of the statute’s enactsuch use won’t cause harmful interferIf adopted, the
ment; complete the test plan within six
ence to existing licensees of that band.
proposal would put
months of enactment; wrap up the tests
The bills also provide detailed specifications, and an accelerated timetable,
Congress at odds with within 15 months; and then adopt appropriate rules in light of the test results
governing how the FCC must make
the
automotive
industry.
within 18 months of enactment.
that determination.
If this sounds familiar, that’s probably because an
essentially identical proposal was introduced last year.
No action was taken on it then, so it’s been reintroduced.
Under the detailed schedule set out in the bills, the
FCC would have to:
solicit comments on proposals for “interferencemitigation” techniques and technologies
(including potential rechannelization) that could
permit the band to accommodate both existing
users and “widespread commercial unlicensed
operations”. For purposes of the bills, that latter
term – which in recent years has been legislative
shorthand for “Wi-Fi” – would include outdoor
operations with at least one watt of transmitter
output power, but would not require use of Dynamic Frequency Selection (i.e., the process in
which the device automatically looks for, and
then transmits on, available channels);
develop and implement a test plan for Wi-Fi use
of the 5.9 GHz band. This would be done in cooperation with the National Telecommunications

The proposal, if adopted, would put Congress at odds
with the automotive industry, which for more than a
decade has been working to develop smart car technology (sometimes referred to broadly as Intelligent
Transport). That technology would use the same 5.9
GHz spectrum band for “dedicated short range communications service” (DSRC), allowing cars to communicate wirelessly to prevent accidents. The auto
industry and the DOT have been attempting to develop standards for vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), or connected cars, technology. During the past few years,
the DOT has been involved in demonstration projects to test V2V systems. Since it hasn’t yet adopted
any regulations governing the commercial use of this
technology, it’s safe to say that actual deployment will
not be coming to your car anytime soon.
Intelligent Transport proponents are concerned that
shared use of the 5.9 GHz band – particularly with
Wi-Fi operations – could reduce the effectiveness of
V2V operations. The notion of such sharing has been
percolating at the FCC for at least a couple of years.
The automotive industry, with DOT’s political sup(Continued on page 13)
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FCC hard-lines on documentation requirements

Waiver Denials, Defaults Thin
Rural Broadband Experiment Herd
By Michelle McClure
mcclure@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0484

O

n January 31, 2014, the Commission adopted targeted experiments to help identify methods to
bring Internet access to hard-to-serve rural areas, later
establishing a $100 million budget for these experiments and a methodology for selecting projects among
formal applications. The program provides pilot funding for organizations to demonstrate their ability to deliver broadband to rural areas in accordance with certain speed requirements. Of the total budget, $25 million is reserved for census blocks that are considered
high cost or extremely costly to serve. The Commission
established a selection process and criteria with which
to select winning bidders which consisted of determining which applicants offered to deploy service at the
lowest level of support.

flow, and to submit a professionally certified description of the proposed technology and system design,
including a network diagram. Additionally, within 60
days of the public notice, winning bidders had to submit a letter from an acceptable bank committing to issue an irrevocable stand-by original letter of credit in
the amount of the winning bid. Within 90 days of the
public notice, winning bidders had to deliver appropriate documentation of its ETC designation in all the areas for which it will receive support. Finally, winning
bidders had to provide an opinion letter from legal
counsel confirming that in a proceeding under the
Bankruptcy Code, the bankruptcy court would not treat
the letter of credit or proceeds of the letter of credit
property of the applicant’s bankruptcy
estate.

Defaults have forced the
Following a November 7, 2014 deadline
FCC to dig deeper and
for submission of proposals by entities
Not surprisingly, by January 30, 2015,
interested in participating in the rural
six provisionally selected winning biddeeper into the roster of
broadband experiments, the Commission
ders had defaulted by either withdrawpossible selectees.
announced the bidders provisionally seing from consideration from support
lected to receive funding in the program.
or failing to submit the requirement
Approximately 181 applicants had proposed about 600
information by the deadline. Of the 31 remaining proviprojects. Among those chosen were 14 wireless ISPs,
sionally selected bidders, 15 submitted the financial and
seven local telephone companies, four power compatechnical information required by the Commission,
nies and two cable companies. Other winners included
while 15 entities filed petitions requesting waiver of the
competitive carriers that use landline or a mixture of
requirement to provide audited financial statements.
wireless and landline technology. Individual winners
Three of those 15 entities also requested a waiver of the
have tentatively been awarded as much as $4.45 million
requirement that their network diagram be certified by a
and projects were funded in a total of 25 states and
professional engineer. Another applicant requested a
Puerto Rico.
waiver of the letter of credit requirements, including
suspending the February 3, 2015 deadline to provide
With the determination of provisional winners, a postthe letter of credit commitment letters.
selection review process began to determine whether
each selected applicant had demonstrated satisfactorily
Some might argue that such a number of waiver reits technical and financial qualifications to complete the
quests demonstrates that perhaps the program rules and
proposed project within the required timeframes and its
requirements were too strict, but the Commission has
compliance with all other statutory and regulatory redisagreed, denying most of the waiver requests. For
quirements for the universal service support. The postexample, the Commission denied the waiver request for
selection deliverables were not easy to come by. The
extension of the deadline in order to provide for the
selectees had 10 business days to submit the most recontinued processing of the applications, including
cent three consecutive years of audited financial stateidentifying the next-in-line bidders, and to not delay the
(Continued on page 17)
ments, including balance sheets, net income, and cash
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concerns, the FCC went with an outcome
-based approach which is very similar to
the industry’s proposals: it imposes stricter and
stricter accuracy requirements over time and allows
the carriers to figure out how to achieve them. As
part of the “Roadmap” produced in response to the
NPRM, the 4 big nationwide carriers (Verizon,
AT&T, Sprint, and T-Mobile) agreed to create a
“test bed” system through which they can hone
these technologies, and to submit data on their
compliance in a number of ‘representative’ urban
areas.

call is made, often taking advantage of VoLTE capabilities. It would mean supplementing GPS data
with that of GLONASS, the Russian equivalent to
GPS (something which commenters expressed discomfort with, for national security reasons), developing a database of WiFi and Bluetooth hotspots
and beacons, and using barometric pressure data to
estimate height above sea level. The increased use
of “small cell”, in-home cell phone signal boosters,
and other in-building infrastructure should assist in
this process as well. The problem is figuring out
how to collect, verify, and transmit all the necessary
information to the 911 operators. The Commission
is again leaving that challenge to the wireless carriers, rather than working through it itself.

Carriers will be required to provide a “fix” on a caller’s horizontal location within 30
seconds of the call being placed, and
While the use of location-based trackalso provide 911 operators with soing of cellphones is certainly not new,
The emphasis on
called “Confidence and Uncertainty
pinpoint locating rattled this emphasis on pinpoint locating
Data” for that fix (something which
rattled some cages on the privacy
some cages on the
is already required, but rarely used by
front. The Commission listened, and
privacy front.
first responders). Within two years,
required carriers to certify that they
CMRS carriers must be able to prowouldn’t use this new data for any
vide locations accurate to 50 meters
purpose other than implementing the
of 40% of 911 calls, 50% in three years, and 70% in
911 location requirements. But if anyone thinks this
five years, until, within six years, that number reachwill save it from being handed over pursuant to a
es 80%. Non-nationwide carriers get a little flexibilwarrant, or possibly even just a law enforcement
ity on the final two deadlines; if they don’t have a
request, they’re kidding themselves.
VoLTE platform up and running by that five- or six
-year deadline, then they have until six months after
Any wireless carrier which is unable to comply with
that happens.
these requirements will be able to seek a waiver, as
is usual with Commission rules, and there is no speWhen it comes to vertical location (what floor the
cial waiver procedure or standard for these new
call is coming from), the FCC is taking a more flexirequirements. The FCC recognizes that it’s probable approach, because many of the commenters on
bly imposing some major costs on the industry, but
the NPRM indicated that this will be a much more
believes the benefits outweigh them. And, ultimatetechnically difficult task. It’s giving carriers three
ly, as is usually the case in non-competitive indusyears to come up with an accuracy metric, and then
tries, the costs will ultimately be passed on to congiving them five more years to fully implement that
sumers. But, at least those consumers will hopefully
metric. In the meantime, starting in 3 years, carriers
have more reliable location tracking when they need
will have to provide first responders with barometit most, which is likely a tradeoff they’ll happily
ric pressure data from the phone placing the call.
make.
No, not so they know the weather conditions; barometric pressure readings are one way to estimate
Except for the elements of the Order requiring furhow high off the ground the phone is, though they
ther approval from the Office of Management and
are apparently not particularly reliable right now.
Budget, the rules become effective on April 3,
2015.
The current proposals for how to accomplish all
this involve conveying additional data when a 911
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(5.9 GHz - Continued from page 10)

port, has been fighting the idea of sharing
the band with other potential users, including Wi-Fi, whom they view as a threat to V2V
operations.
In contrast, Commissioners Michael O'Rielly and
Jessica Rosenworcel recently put out an FCC blog
post advocating for band-sharing between the two
uses. As they see it, the safety considerations underlying V2V/DSRC operations should continue to be
permitted and protected. But during the 15 years
since such operations were first accorded their own
spectrum, the DSRC has developed “slowly” while
the demand for Wi-Fi and other unlicensed devices
has “exploded.” Accordingly, Rosenworcel and
O’Rielly are ready for “a compromise that allows
both unlicensed and DSRC use” in the 5.9 GHz
band.

(Symmetry Rule - Continued from page 3)

deed, long distance carriers have sued
LECs for refunds of access charges paid
for the switching and transport of VoIP-PSTN traffic.
In the interest of keeping the country moving forward towards the goal of peace, harmony, and Internet service in every home, the FCC issued a declaratory ruling on February 11, 2015 that
(hopefully) puts the entire VoIP-PSTN intercarrier
compensation issue to rest. Specifically, the Commission clarified that the VoIP symmetry rule applies to both over-the-top and facilities-based VoIP
providers, and that the long distance carriers could
not weasel their way out of their access charge payment obligations by interpreting the VoIP symmetry rule in a way the FCC never intended. The
Commission took great pains to note that it was
NOT issuing a new rule in its declaratory ruling. If
the decision could be interpreted as the FCC having
issued a new rule or changed its policy on VoIPPSTN calls, this would have only prospective effect, which would allow the long distance carriers to
continue their efforts in court to extract refunds
from the LECs. However, because the FCC’s deci-

Senators Rubio and Booker are sponsoring S.424 in
the Senate, while Representatives Eshoo, Matsui
and Latta are sponsoring H.R.821 in the House.
These are not political unknowns, which ordinarily
might mean that their legislation should get some
consideration in Congress – although last year’s unsuccessful bills had the same sponsors. But even if
this year’s model of the Wi-Fi Innovation Act, like
its predecessor, fails to make it to the finish line, the
fact that Rosenworcel and O’Rielly appear to be in
agreement is, in and of itself, a noteworthy development. The votes in a number of recent high-profile
Commission decisions have broken down along
strict party lines. But since Rosenworcel is a Democrat and O’Rielly is a Republican, their common
openness to the notion of some compromise that
would give Wi-Fi access to the 5.9 GHz band suggests that there is likely no political roadblock at the
FCC.

sion merely clarified an existing rule, it would have
retroactive effect back to when the FCC first adopted the 2011 VoIP symmetry rule, thus cutting the
legs out from under the long distance carriers’ refund lawsuits.
The FCC, however, did not completely slam the
door on the long distance carriers’ efforts in court
to obtain refunds for access charges paid to LECs.
The Commission stated that in order for LECs to
be paid for the services they provide, they must accurately describe the services offered in their tariffs.
Because many LEC tariffs were drafted for the purpose of handling traffic using old-school circuitswitched TDM technology, they have not been updated with broader language that covers
“functionally equivalent” services associated with
VoIP traffic. If LECs want to be paid for routing
VoIP-PSTN traffic, they need to ensure that their
tariffs on file with the FCC and the state commissions contain sufficiently broad language, or have
been updated to cover the routing of VoIP traffic.
While the FCC may have intended to close the door
on lawsuits seeking refunds for access charges billed
for VoIP calls, litigants will surely make additional
hay out of whether the tariffs really mean what they
say, or if they say what they really mean.
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“just and reasonable” and the prohibition against
“unjust or unreasonable discrimination”. Set out
in Sections 201 and 202 of the Act, these are said
to be the “core” provisions of Title II;
 Investigation (by the FCC) of consumer complaints and the possibility of enforcement under
Sections 206-209, 216 and 217;
 Consumer privacy requirements under Section
222;
 Provisions ensuring “fair access” to poles and
While that distinction worked reasonably well in the preconduits under Section 224:
broadband days, things got muddy as broadband took
 The need to protect people with disabilities under
over. In the early 2000’s the Commission declared all
Sections 225 and 255; and
components of broadband Internet service – transport
as well as content provision – to be an information ser Partial application of Section 254, which establishvice, and thus free from regulation, and particularly Title
es and funds universal service.
II regulation. But that severely limited the
Notably, a “factsheet” that Chairman
FCC’s ability to regulate various aspects of
Wheeler had released well before the adopTitle
II
does
not
broadband service that it eventually wanted to
of the new rules had indicated that the
require the FCC tion
regulate. When the FCC tried to impose reguFCC was planning to declare that ISPs also
lation – claiming statutory authority under
to use all of its
provide a Title II service to content/edge
Section 706, a provision (codified as 47 U.S.C.
providers. In doing so, the factsheet used
authorized
powers.
§1302) that authorizes the Commission to
strangely conditional language: “if [the ital“encourage” the widespread deployment of
ics there are in the original factsheet] a
broadband access – the courts concluded that Section
court finds that it is necessary to classify the service that
706 does not provide the necessary authority.
broadband providers make available to ‘edge providers,’
it too is a Title II telecommunications service.” It’s hard
The FCC’s latest net neutrality decision is a direct reto understand how a service’s regulatory classification
sponse.
could be established on such a conditional basis. However, by the time the Commission got around to adoptThe Commission has now reclassified broadband Intering the new rules, that bizarre approach had been
net access service – the retail broadband service that
dropped. That was apparently in response to edge propeople purchase from cable, phone, and wireless providviders, such as Google, who argued that the conditional
ers – as a telecommunications service subject to Title II
classification would create a new regulatory relationship
regulation. But the FCC didn’t stop there in its effort to
between edge providers and ISPs that has no operational
beef up its claim to regulatory authority. It is still relying
basis; they also feared that this new regulatory relationto some degree on Section 706, since the D.C. Circuit, in
ship could be used by ISPs to try to charge edge providits January, 2014 decision, did conclude that Section 706
ers for the alleged service provided.
provides some regulatory authority. And, to justify expanding the application of the net neutrality rules to moNotwithstanding Title II reclassification,
bile/wireless providers, the Commission relies on Title
the FCC will “forbear” from applying certain
III (which authorizes it to regulate “Radio Services”)
Title II provisions to ISPs.
because “mobile broadband access service is best viewed
as a commercial mobile service or its functional equivaWhile Title II permits the Commission to regulate a
lent.”
wide range of ISPs’ operations, it does not require the
Commission to use all of its authorized powers. Section
The new rules will explicitly impose on ISPs (i.e., entities
10 of the Act expressly allows the FCC to refrain – or
providing broadband Internet access service) some, but
“forbear” – from enforcing substantive provisions of
not all, provisions of Title II. As a result, ISPs will be
Title II if doing so promotes competition and is othersubject to:
wise in the public interest. Invoking this provision, the
(Net Neutrality V.3 - Continued from page 1)

sion of content (i.e., “information service”). Services falling into the former category were subject to rigorous regulation under Title II of the Communications Act. That meant that they were regulated as
“common carriers”, i.e., much like railroads and other
monopolies as far back as the 19th century. Services falling under the “information services” rubric, on the other
hand, were largely unregulated.

 The requirement that ISP charges and practices be

(Continued on page 15)
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Commission has announced that, with respect to
ISPs, it will forbear from imposing:
 Rate regulation in the form of tariffs or other

form of rate approval, unbundling, or other
forms of utility regulation; and
 Any requirement that ISPs make Universal Ser-

vice Contributions.

As Republican Commissioners Pai and O’Rielly noted in
their dissents, however, it may not be so easy to forbear
once broadband Internet access is declared to be a Title
II service. Under existing FCC precedent, forbearance
must be based on detailed factual analysis of specific
services in specific markets. It is very difficult to make
such a showing.
Additionally, unlike diamonds, forbearance may not be
forever. ISPs also remain concerned that any forbearance by the current Commission could well be reversed
by a future Commission. Similarly, Commissioner O’Rielly argued that because the Commission is applying to
broadband Internet access service the “core” of Title II
prohibitions (i.e., Sections 201 and 202) against unjust
and unreasonable practices, those statutory obligations
could be used to justify just about any regulations, thus
rendering the declaration of forbearance to be no more
than “fauxbearance.”
The FCC announces three “bright line”
net neutrality rules.
Presumably to be as clear as possible with respect to the
message it intends to send to ISPs, the Commission has
announced that it is banning practices that, according to
the Commission, are “known to harm the Open Internet”. Those practices are:
The “blocking” of access to legal content, applications,
services, or non-harmful devices.
“Throttling”, described as the impairment or degradation of lawful Internet traffic on the basis of content,
applications, services or non-harmful devices.
“Paid Prioritization”, i.e., the favoring of some lawful
Internet traffic over other lawful traffic in exchange for
consideration. This is the rule that prohibits so-called
“fast lanes”. This rule also bans ISPs from prioritizing
content and services of their affiliates.

An additional “standard for future conduct”
supplements the bright line rules.
The problem with “bright line” rules is that they tend to
be so specific that they can become out-of-date quickly.
That’s especially true in an environment like the Internet, where changes in markets, services and technology
continue to evolve rapidly. Concern about this was expressed by both advocates for and opponents of net
neutrality rules. In response, the Commission has created a general Open Internet “conduct standard” providing that ISPs cannot:

“unreasonably interfere with or unreasonably disadvantage” the ability of consumers to select, access, and
use the lawful content, applications, services, or devices
of their choosing; or of edge providers to make lawful
content, applications, services, or devices available to
consumers.
And further underscoring its intent to keep a close regulatory eye on things, the FCC cautions that it has written
into the rules the authority “to address questionable
practices on a case-by-case basis” going forward.
The previously adopted “transparency” rules
are expanded.
The FCC’s 2010 Open Internet Order included a transparency rule requiring both fixed and mobile ISPs to
“publicly disclose accurate information regarding the
network management practices, performance, and commercial terms” of their broadband Internet access service. This rule survived the D.C. Circuit’s 2014 Verizon
decision. The Commission is now expanding and enhancing the transparency requirements. Under the new
rules, ISPs will have to disclose, “in a consistent format”, their promotional rates, fees and surcharges and
data caps, including packet loss as a measure of network
performance. They will also have to provide notice of
network management practices that can affect service.
Enhanced “reasonable network management”
principles are imposed.
The FCC has always recognized both that carriers need
at least some flexibility to manage network traffic to prevent congestion and prevent damage to the network,
and that such traffic management techniques will vary
based on the transmission medium (i.e., fiber, DSL, cable, unlicensed wireless, mobile). The FCC’s 2010 order
explicitly recognized this principle as the right of ISPs to
(Continued on page 16)
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engage in “reasonable network management.” In its
latest order the FCC again recognizes that an ISP may
engage in reasonable network management, although
such management may not include paid prioritization.
However, the latest order emphasizes that any such
network practice must be primarily used for and tailored to achieving a legitimate network management –
and not commercial – purpose. (For example, a provider can’t cite reasonable network management to
justify reneging on its promise to supply a customer
with “unlimited” data.)
********************
Both Republican Commissioners Pai and O’Rielly issued heated dissents. In their views:
The Internet isn’t “broken”, so there is no need for
this massive government intrusion to “fix” anything;
Notwithstanding the majority’s disclaimers, the result
will be that for the first time, the government will be
regulating the rates for certain broadband Internet
access, and for related services such as the interconnection of ISP networks;
The new rules will reduce the incentive of big companies to invest in the network, and prohibitively increase costs for smaller ISPs, thus reducing growth in
broadband speeds and limiting competition;
Rates paid by consumers will have to go up as a result
of the new rules; and
The order is the result of an improper intrusion by the
White House into the business of an independent
agency.
********************
All of this has triggered much discussion in the press
and elsewhere, primarily regarding the reclassification
of broadband Internet access service as a Title II Telecommunications Service. But the reclassification
shouldn’t come as news to anybody who’s been paying
attention for the last several months: Chairman
Wheeler has been publicly hinting that he would take
that path for months. But there is one element of the
decision that, to my mind, is really newsworthy: the
FCC will regulate not just “last-mile” Internet transmissions to retail customers, but also the network interconnection of ISPs, various intermediary transiting
and content delivery networks, and content-edge providers.

The FCC’s 2010 Open Internet Order made it clear
that it was then regulating only the “last mile” connection between an ISP and its retail consumer customers. Back then the Commission asserted that it did not
intend its net neutrality rules to affect existing arrangements for network interconnection between and
among ISPs and the carriers that transport content
from edge providers to the ISPs. Such interconnection
has up to this point always been unregulated, handled
through private peering, transiting, and content delivery network agreements. Last year’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that started the proceeding leading
to the latest order contained a mere two sentences
indicating a tentative proposal to maintain this approach, though it sought comment on the issue.
However, as streaming video exploded as a primary
Internet application and resulting traffic congestion
became noticeable to consumers (including Commissioners), disagreements between ISPs, connecting carriers and content providers (primarily Netflix) grew
increasingly contentious and public. Content providers
accused ISPs of intentionally slowing transmission to
their customers in order to extort payment for enhanced interconnection, while ISPs insisted that the
content producers should help pay the costs to build
and maintain facilities necessary to handle the massive
increase of video traffic on the network.
Now, in its latest order the FCC has jumped into the
fray, giving edge providers and interconnecting carriers the chance to file complaints at the FCC alleging
that ISPs are charging unreasonable rates in interconnection agreements. In an Internet whose huge
“backbone” has until recently been built on handshake agreements, this is a broad new domain for regulation, with unknown consequences at this time.

***********************
The Commission’s latest regulatory foray is, of course,
only the beginning of the next round of a long battle
in an even longer war. It may trigger renewed attempts
in Congress to overturn the FCC through legislation,
though it is unlikely that Republicans will be able to
muster enough Democratic votes to make such legislation veto-proof. The new Order will certainly be appealed, so the courts may have the last word. Stay
tuned.
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(Rural Broadband Experiments - Continued from page 11)

implementation of the program. The Commission also denied the requests related to
submission of financial information because it must
accurately judge the financial picture of the winning
bidder and also its ability to complete its proposal. The
requests to waive the requirement that a network diagram must be certified by a professional engineer were
also denied. Other waiver denials were equally hardnosed. The Commission denied ViaSat’s request for a
waiver of the Commission’s 100-millisecond latency
standard.
Most recently, a petition for limited waiver of the letter
of credit bank eligibility requirements was filed. The
petition requests a waiver of the requirement that recipients of the rural broadband experiment support obtain
a letter of credit from a “top 100” bank. This request
went on public notice on February 4, 2015 requesting
comment within 30 days after publication in the Federal
Register. The plethora of defaults by parties who could
not meet the strict post-grant requirements has resulted

in the FCC digging deeper and deeper into the roster of
possible selectees to come up with compliant winners.
These selectees, by definition, propose less speedy and/
or more expensive plans to deliver rural broadband services, but the FCC has stuck to its strict requirements.
In the meantime, until the Commission determines
whether the most recent waiver requests will be granted
and the final list of winning bidders, the applicants wait
to receive support. After an entity is announced in a
public notice as a provisionally selected bidder, the
Wireline Competition Bureau will conduct a financial
and technical review of that provisionally selected bidder. Once the Wireline Competition Bureau determines
that the provisionally selected bidder is qualified and
the provisionally selected bidder has obtained ETC status and a letter of credit, it will be authorized to begin
receiving support. The Commission has not provided
any information as to how long this process might take
or a date certain by which the selected bidders will start
to receive support.

(TCPA Fine - Continued from page 9)

half of that innocent company. He noted that,
as a result of Security First’s spoofing of the constituent’s number, the innocent company's office was
“bombarded with hundreds of phone calls … from
irate people….” The Senator was obviously not happy.
The FCC fined Security First “only” $4,500 for each of
the plain old garden variety robocalls. But when it came
to calls that included the further violations, it bumped
up the fine to $10,000 for each of those calls, to reach
the grand total of $342,000.
(Net Neutrality Rancor - Continued from page 3)

they knew has never been done before) and
sought to delay the final vote. The jabbing continued right through the Open Meeting: the Chairman
openly gloated that the only thing that mattered was the
three votes of the Democratic majority, while the Republican Commissioners opposed and forced a vote on
the Chairman’s standard grant of “editorial privileges”
allowing Commission staff to make minor changes to

We don’t know for sure what influenced the FCC to act
here. Perhaps it was the spoofing, or the Do Not Call
violations, or the letter from Senator McCain – he can
be an intimidating figure. Or maybe the Commission
would have lowered the boom on Security First regardless of those factors. We do know, though, that Security First is now $342,000 in the hole to the FCC for having violated the TCPA telemarketing rules. With the
FCC currently on an enforcement spree, other telemarketers would be wise to make sure that they are complying with the TCPA.

the Order prior to release. This last procedural vote
was, I believe, unprecedented.
This partisanship on both sides is destructive politics,
and almost never leads to good policy. Here’s hoping
that once the text of the new Open Internet Order is
released, people across the political spectrum can move
on, and try to rebuild the relationships that are necessary for good governance.

